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Welcome  
to the family-friendly Black Forest Highlands

When the whole family sets off to discover the Black Forest Highlands, they 
hear the greatest, most thrilling stories about forest dwellers, grouses and 
gnomes.

Despite high mountains, there are still cycle paths which are generally flat. 
Climbing parks and viewing towers guarantee breathtaking heights and 
unbelievable views. 

Little adventurers and explorers, creative tinkerers, curious story lovers and 
nature researchers – they all have a typical idea of how holidays should be 
spent. Therefore, we are happy to provide you programs and activities which 
are especially created for children and families. 

The Black Forest Highlands are recognised to be the biggest family-friendly 
region in Baden-Wuerttemberg. 35 hosts, 13 locations, five restaurants and 
two service partners are certified as very family-friendly. 

The little mascot Kucky can be found everywhere in the Black Forest High-
lands and makes sure you have an unforgettable family holiday.

What is important to us? 
We want to make sure that you and your children do not have any stress or 
trouble during your stay in the Black Forest Highlands. Moreover, we hope 
that you will keep some beautiful memories of your holidays in our region 
when you travel back. The offered indoor and outdoor activities are perfect 
to spend a special time together with your family. 
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Kucky…
... the little mascot from the Black Forest Highlands

Kucky makes sure that both, young and old explorers, have an 
unforgettable holiday. He accompanies families during their 
stay and gives tips and advices about the region. 

Name: Kucky
Species: Little Cuckoo
Foster Parents:  Blackbird family
Home:   The woods of the  

Black Forest Highlands
My house:   A cuckoo clock
My hobbies:  Discovering nature’s treasures, geocaching, 

playing football, exploring the region with my 
nature explorer’s backpack, watching wild 
animals, doing arts and crafts with the Kucky 
team and most important: having a great time 
together with you kids!

My Profile
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Feldberg . Up to the highest!

The Feldberg Tower is very remar-
kable. It shapes the silhouette of 
the highest mountain in the Black 
Forest. You can easily reach the 
tower by using the Feldberg Cable 
Car. A trip with the Resi cabin or the 
Gnome gondola is highly recommen-
ded for children. Also, you can reach 
the Feldberg tower by foot from the 
starting point “Haus der Natur” in 
approx. 45 minutes. 

Good to know

Admission to the tower: 
Adults €6.00 and children €4.00. 
The Feldberg tower is open from 
May (once the cable car has been 
inspected) until October.

Feldberg Tower 
2

Kucky’s Tip! 
Don’t forget your 

binoculars!

Head up high!
Always worth a short hike –  
our viewing towers.

High above the Black Forest Highlands’ 
treetops, the gentle hills and deep 
valleys, guarantee great scenic moments 
and views as far as the Alps. The gentle 
breeze in your face, your nose facing the 
sun and an impressing alpine panorama 
– all ages will be amazed. 
 

Furtwangen . Highest elevation

From the 17-metre-high Brendturm 
on Furtwangen’s highest elevation 
(1,149 metres) you have an incre-
dible panoramic view of Feldberg, 
Schauinsland, Kandel, the Swabian 
Alps, the Vosges, and the Alps. Near-
by you find the Günter Rocks, which 
are perfect for children to climb and 
romp around on.

Tip: The Brend mountain inn with 
its lovely sun terrace is located right 
next to the tower. 

Good to know

Free admission.

There is a parking spot next to the 
tower.

Address: Am Brend 7 
78120 Furtwangen. 

Brendturm
1
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Schluchsee . An artwork made of 
Douglas firs!

The Riesenbühl tower is a popular 
hiking destination with a great view 
over the landscape around Lake 
Schluchsee. In good weather condi-
tions you have a fantastic view which 
reaches as far as the Alps. The tower 
with its 36.5 metre height withstands 
all the storms in Black Forest. The 
walk along the Riesenbühl trail leads 
to the tower and starts at the Tourist 
Information Centre in Schluchsee.

Kucky’s Tip 

Afterwards it is worth visiting the 
“Spass-Park Hochschwarzwald” 
(amusement park) in Schluchsee. 
Here, you can have fun on the tub-
ing track and much more.

Titisee-Neustadt . 122 steps to a 
view on the Alps!

This tower officially stands on two 
districts and is therefore the local 
mountain of Titisee-Neustadt and 
Lenzkirch-Saig. The tower’s viewing 
platform offers an impressive view 
over the Feldberg massif, Lake 
Titisee and the Alps. With its 1,192 
metres, the Hochfirst is one of the 
highest peaks in the Black Forest.

Here, outstanding views are guar-
anteed.

Good to know

Admission €2 and children €0.50.  
It is only possible to travel here 
by car via Neustadt. The key to 
the tower can be picked up at the 
mountain restaurant in exchange for 
a deposit.

Todtnau . Wide View inclusive!

The Hasenhorn chair lift departs from 
Todtnau up to the mountain station. 
From there, it takes 20 minutes to 
walk to the tower. You will be reward-
ed with a beautiful panoramic view 
on Belchen over the Stübenwasen, 
the Feldberg mountain and the valley 
of Wiesental. The tower reaches 20 
metres up to the sky. For going back 
to Todtnau you can whiz down to the 
valley with the Hasenhorn Coaster. 

Kucky’s Tip 

The “Zauberweg” (Magic Trail) and 
the Waterfall in Todtnau are also a 
must-see for children!

Todtnauberg . Legendary views!

The huge chairs below the Stüben-
wasen next to the Scheuermattkopf 
lift can be seen from a distance 
thanks to their size.

There is plenty of space on the four 
metre highchair to enjoy the view 
over the Todtnauberg mountain and 
surrounding Black Forest peaks.

Good to know 

Nearest parking spot: Radschert 
parking spot. Approximately  
30 minutes by foot to the big chair  
in the direction to Jakobuskreuz. 

22
Hochfirst Tower  

23
Hasenhorn Tower  

24
Big chairs

25
Riesenbühl Tower  
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The Kucky team
Let’s have an adventure together!

On Easter, Whitsun, in the summer and autumn holidays and over Christ-
mas, more than 20 trained holiday childminders provide a unique program-
me with many children’s activities in the Black Forest Highlands. Whether 
you prefer a pirate’s day, visiting a farm, engraving pumpkins, creative arts 
and crafts or an adventure walk with your family – you will always find an 
option which suits you. 

When taking part in the children’s programme for the first time, each child is 
given his or her own Kucky name badge with a club ID for collecting stickers.

The club IDs are also available at the Tourist Information Centres in the 
Black Forest Highlands. Each time a child participates in the children’s pro-
gramme with the Kucky team, they receive a sticker which can be glued into 
their club ID. The family-friendly restaurants, the Feldberg cable car and the 
“Schwarzwaldhaus der Sinne” (adventure museum for children) also hand 
out the stickers to the children.  

Once five stickers have been collected, you can pick up a small gift at one 
of our Tourist Information Centres in the Black Forest Highlands. Another 
interesting option is to take part in the annual raffle with great prizes.  
We wish you great fun collecting the stickers! 

Kuckys Club-AusweisGALAXY SCHWARZWALD Mehr.Action.Erleben.
Das Rutschen-“Paradies“ für Groß und KleinIm GALAXY SCHWARZWALD wird es nie langweilig. 25 span-

nende Wasserattraktionen, darunter 23 aufregende Hightech 
Rutschen, sorgen für Action und Spaß pur. Auf Deutschlands 
längster 4-fach Mattenrutsche, dem „Galaxy Racer“, könnt ihr 
euch mit euren Freunden ein spannendes Wettrennen liefern.  
Vom „Family Level“ für die Kleinsten bis hin zum „X-Treme 
Level“ für wahre Adrenalinjunkies – die bunte Rutschen-Vielfalt 
lässt keine Wünsche offen. Kommt vorbei und überzeugt euch 
selbst! 

Badeparadies Schwarzwald Am Badeparadies 179822 Titisee-NeustadtTel.: 008000-4444333 (kostenfrei) badeparadies-schwarzwald.de 

Weitere Informationen: Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH  Freiburger Str. 1 · 79856 Hinterzarten Tel.: +49 (0)7652/1206-0 hochschwarzwald.de

 

Vorname/ Name

Straße

PLZ/Ort

Geburtstag

  „Ich erkläre mich mit der Verarbeitung der auf dem Kuckys Club-Ausweis 
eingetragenen personenbezogenen Daten meines Kindes zu Zwecken der 
Teilnahme am Gewinnspiel, der Zusendung des entsprechenden Gewinnes 
oder Trostpreises, der Zusendung des jährlich erscheinenden Kuckys-
Magazins sowie der Zusendung der Geburtstagspost einverstanden.“  Alle Angaben sind freiwillig. Ihre Einwilligung ist gemäß Art. 7 Abs. 3 DSGVO 

jederzeit widerruflich. Dabei wird die Rechtmäßigkeit der aufgrund der 
Einwilligung bis zum Widerruf erfolgten Verarbeitung durch den Widerruf 
nicht berührt. Sie können Ihren Widerruf per E-Mail an info@hochschwarz-
wald.de oder postalisch an Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH, Freiburger 
Straße 1, 79856 Hinterzarten erklären. Die Verarbeitung der Daten erfolgt 
entsprechend unserer Datenschutzhinweise, die als Anlage beigefügt sind. 
Eine Weitergabe der Daten erfolgt nur an Versandunternehmen.

  Unterschrift Erziehungsberechtigte(r) 

Weitere Sticker könnt ihr hier sammeln!

Premiumpartner:

In den  familienfreundlichen  Restaurants
Bei der  

Feldbergbahn 

So einfach geht es!
Abgeben und Gewinnen!

hochschwarzwald.de

More information 
about the children’s events 
is available in our Children’s 
Activities brochure.
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Kucky’s Tip 

Did you forget your bike or wasn’t there enough space 
for it in your car? There are plenty of hiring places which 
offer bikes and accessories for a cycling tour. You can 
find up-to-date information on  
hochschwarzwald.de/Radfahren.

Out and about with your  
two-wheeled-steed!
Cycling is great fun! Especially in the Black Forest Highlands, as a cycling tour 
quickly becomes a highlight here - whether you prefer leisurely cycling around 
one of the glistening swimming lakes or reaching up 
to the “highest” by bike. 

Cycle tours for families
Cycle leisurely around the lake!
Lake Schluchsee is a great place to be in summer. A complete circuit of the 
lake is an 18 km trip. Between times, you can put your feet into the water 
and enjoy a little cooling off. And those who would prefer to do a shorter tour 
around a lake can cycle around Lake Titisee.

“Railway cycle path”- from Neustadt to Bonndorf
This almost flat cycle path leads along the historical railway line from 
Neustadt via Lenzkirch to Bonndorf through the idyllic scenery of the Black 
Forest Highlands. With 27 kilometres length, the complete tour is very de-
manding. However, it is possible to cycle individual sections only. 

By bike on the “Todtnauerli“ cycle path
The “Todtnauerli” cycle path leads along the Wiese, a little river which origi-
nates on the Feldberg. It is possible to cycle on traffic-free paths through a 
diversely rich landscape to Basel, which is 60 km away. After approximately 6 
kilometres in Utzenfeld, which is about 3 kilometres from Schönau, there is a 
playground with a barbecue area. 

Family tour through the Röhlinwald
The 16 km long tour starts at the railway station in St. Georgen and leads 
along the “Brigachtal” cycle path to Peterzell. It continues through the idyllic 
Stockwald valley, which is perfect for a picnic. It is possible to cycle back to the 
starting point via the Krumpenloch. To cool off, you can go swimming in the 
nearby monastery pond or treat yourself with an ice cream at the kiosk. 
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Kucky’s Tip 

All playgrounds in the Black Forest  
Highlands can be found on  
hochschwarzwald.de/Familienurlaub. 
In case the weather is not so good, game  
rooms and playing areas can be visited in  
the Kurhaus centres. 

Equipment for hire at the  
Tourist Information Centres 

Prices

Tourist Information Centres

Breitnau

Feldberg-Altglashütten

Feldberg-Haus der Natur

Friedenweiler

Häusern

Hinterzarten

Lenzkirch

Löffingen

Grafenhausen

Schluchsee

Schonach

Schönwald

St. Georgen

St. Blasien

St. Blasien-Menzenschwand

St. Peter

St. Märgen

Titisee

Todtnau

Todtnauberg

Todtnau-Notschrei

Todtmoos

Ühlingen-Birkendorf

€3/day, €2 
from 2nd day

€5/day 
€50 deposit

€3/day, €2 
from 2nd day

€3/day, €2 
from 2nd day

€5/day 
€50 deposit

on demand

Equipment for hire

Handcart GPS device  
geocaching 
tour

Baby  
carrier

Buggy Nature 
explorer’s 
rucksack = service available

* Geocaching tours accessable from May until October
** No discount from second day on 

**

Playgrounds
Outdoor fun for children!

Playground in Todtmoos

The playground is located right next to the Wehra river and in the new  
“Kurpark”. It guarantees a lot of fun for all ages. 

Resi‘s Adventure World in Feldberg-Falkau 

The new adventure playground has a seven metre high slide tower, several 
climbing and balance sections, a cable railway which is connected to ano-
ther playing tower and a miniature golf course including a water treading 
spot in the nearest surrounding. 

Playground in Schluchsee Wiesengrundpark

The central but quietly located playground in the Wiesengrundpark in 
Schluchsee offers a lot of fun for all ages. The youngest ones can feel like real 
builders in the sandpit or like real mountaineers on the big climbing spider.

Playground in Schonach Kurgarten

The new playground offers slides, climbing equipment, spring bouncers, a 
beach volleyball court and a miniature golf place. The raft right on the water 
is a highlight for every child. Birgit‘s Bistro provides appropriate catering.

_ 16 17 _



More information 
about animal experiences on hochschwarzwald.de/Familienurlaub  
or at one of our Tourist Information Centres.

Beastly good!
Animal encounters for children

The zoos and the animal reserves in the Black Forest Highlands offer a wide 
range of animal adventures. There, it is not uncommon to find animals you 
wouldn’t expect in our region, such as llamas, tigers, lions and bisons. In the 
Black Forest Highlands, visitors can get to know and even pet local animals 
and watch wild carnivores being fed. 

Further, you can of course find our local animals like cows, horses, pigs, 
dogs and cats on different farms and in many stables.. The farms open their 
stables as a part of our children’s programme. Here, you can watch a farmer 
at work, help the beekeeper to make honey or lend a hand on the farm. A 
guided tour on the farm or walking together with the huskies or llamas is a 
great opportunity for the whole family. 

Local animals, such as deers, wild boars, foxes, etc. can be seen in the  
animal reserves in St. Blasien, Grafenhausen, Ühlingen-Birkendorf and  
the Steinwasenpark in Oberried. 

Tatzmania Löff ingen
Wildpark 1 · 79843 Löffingen
Phone: +49 (0)7654/8068144 · tatzmania.com

Tatzmania
The wildlife zoo and theme park

Spend a day packed with adventure, fun and spectacular journeys 
of discovery with the whole family. Admire several local and exotic 
animals in animal reserves which have been carefully designed as close 
to nature as possible. Children absolutely love the recently extended 
Jungle Land, the African Spin and the wave glider. 

For the fearless, it’s worth jumping into the Freefall Tower to experience 
Tatzmania from a completely diff erent perspective. Discover the new 
Gold Rusher roller coaster and the Eagle Fly – not for the faint hearted! 
From our Erongo restaurant terrace you can enjoy a savannah land-
scape – almost like in the wilderness! 

New: Kidsmania!
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Petting zoo with 
Miller’s Path
At the Tannenmühle (pine mill)

For all animal fans, there is a huge 
variety of animal species around the Tannenmühle. Alpacas, chickens, 
donkeys, ponies and a peacock in its beautiful dress of feathers will be 
happy to see you. 

A very special path awaits explorers of all ages in the upper Schlücht val-
ley, romantically situated between the Tannenmühle and the Schlücht-
mühle. There are informative boards about the history of the local mills 
along the historical Miller’s Path as well as a quiz for children.

Hotel Tannenmühle
Adventure · Pett ing zoo ·
Fountains

Enjoy regional specialities and 
dishes with locally bred trout in 
our restaurant. The little ones can 
romp around in our adventure 
and water playground as well as 
in the petting zoo. Alternatively, 
they can play in the indoor play-
ground, regardless of the weath-
er. You can enjoy your holiday in 
our large and comfortable rooms.

Hotel Tannenmühle
Family Baschnagel
Tannenmühleweg 5
79865 Grafenhausen
Phone: +49 (0)7748/215
tannenmuehle.de 

Steinwasen Park
Steinwasen 1 · 79254 Oberried
Phone: +49 (0)7602/944680 · steinwasen-park.de

Steinwasen Park
The perfect destination for adults and children

Experience a day full of fun with the whole family by visiting our ad-
venture playgrounds, the adventure rope bridge and our fun coasters 
such as the Alpine Coaster with more than 1 kilometre length, the 
exciting River Splash, the Space Runner, the unique XD cinema and the 
traditional tobbogan runs. For those who prefer to take things more 
slowly and prefer to experience the beauty of the Black Forest, it is 
possible to relax between the big animal enclosures of the lynxes and 
the other wild animals or the pets area. The mini-donkeys will be happy 
to accompany the guests on a tour. Visiting the 1000 sq. m. sized „Luxis 
Kinderland“ (Luxis children’s land) is also worthwhile in poor weather 
conditons. New: Mini raft  trip and bunny hop (children aged two years 
or younger have to be accompanied by their parents).
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For all horse fans!
Riding fun for young and old

The Black Forest Highlands offer a wide range for all animal lovers. Some 
will love a holiday on the horse farm, while others will enjoy a carriage ride.

Without accommodation  
options
Freizeitspaß mit Ponys  
Bahnhofstraße 9 · 79868 Feldberg 
reiten-am-feldberg.de

Pony Dome in der Fundorena 
Dr.-Pilet-Spur 11 · 79868 Feldberg  
feldbergponys.de

Bärmann’s Black Horse Ranch 
Untertal 60 · 78120 Furtwangen-Rohrbach 
baermann-ranche.de

Steinberg Ranch Schwarzwald 
Steinberg 5 · 78120 Furtwangen-Neukirch 
steinbergranch.de

Geführtes Ponyreiten  
Signauer Str. 5a · 79865 Grafenhausen  
hochschwarzwald.de

Beständerhof  
Obertalstraße 25 · 78136 Schonach 
bestaenderhof.de

Pferdeinsel  
Lukas-Kuner-Weg 14 · 78136 Schonach 
die-pferdeinsel.de

Reinertonishof 
Schwarzenbach 12 · 78141 Schönwald 
reinertonishof.de

Schafhof* 
Eichwaldstraße 1 · 79271 St. Peter

Schwarzwald Wanderreiten 
Bergstraße 2 · 79682 Todtmoos-Au 
schwarzwald-wanderreiten.de

Pegasus-Hof 
Höhenstr. 7 · 79777 Ühlingen-Birkendorf  
pegasus-hof.de

With accommodation  
options 
Hofgut Dürrenbühl 
Dürrenbühl 2 · 79865 Grafenhausen 
dürrenbühl.de

Islandpferdegestüt Scherzingerhof  
Windeck 15 · 79856 Hinterzarten  
scherzingerhof.de

Hof Stallegg  
Stallegg 1 · 79843 Löffingen 
stallegg.de

Kirchners Pferdehof  
Bleiche 1 · 79843 Löffingen 
kirchners-pferdehof.de

Oelehof Akademie 
Oele 1 · 79843 Löffingen 
oelehof-akademie.de

Gasthaus Sonne Neuhäusle  
Erlenbach 1 · 79274 St. Märgen 
sonne-neuhaeusle.de

Thaddäushof 
Zähringer Straße 32 · 79271 St. Peter  
thaddaeushof.de

Carriage rides

Walter Albert 
79874 Breitnau · Ph. + 49 (0)7652/5932  
or + 49 (0)173/3044102

Fam. Kürner-Wesolowski 
79271 St. Peter ·  Ph. + 49 (0)160/97754782

Laubis Christina 
79822 Titisee-Neustadt  
Ph. + 49 (0)7651/933150

Tritschler Eugen 
79822 Titisee-Neustadt  
Ph. + 49 (0)7651/8400

Carriage and sledge rides
Hof Waldeck  
79865 Grafenhausen 
Ph. + 49 (0)7748/248

Feser Manfred  
79856 Hinterzarten 
Ph. + 49 (0)7652/5596

Lengler Heinrich 
79856 Hinterzarten  
Ph. + 49 (0)7652/1338

Faller Helmut 
79274 St. Märgen 
Ph. + 49 (0)7669/689  
or + 49 (0)171/2141032

Löffler Hubert 
79274 St. Märgen 
Ph. + 49 (0)7669/1284

Schlegel Andreas 
79274 St. Märgen 
Ph. + 49 (0)7669/271

Heitzmann Ernst 
79271 St. Peter 
Ph. + 49 (0)7660/381

Michael Rombach  
78120 Furtwangen
Ph. + 49 (0)7723/5809

Birkenhof Kiefer 
79859 Schluchsee 
Ph. + 49 (0)7656/1344  
or + 49 (0)173/9018851

Mahlerhof Ott Christian 
79859 Schluchsee 
Ph. + 49 (0)7656/800  
or +49 (0)159/06139826

Reinertonishof 
78141 Schönwald 
Ph. + 49 (0)7722/2505  
or + 49 (0)173/812995

Robert Wernet 
78141 Schönwald
Ph. + 49 (0)7722/1680

Zimmermann Stephan  
79682 Todtmoos 
Ph. + 49 (0)7674/8385  
or + 49 (0)152/22469423 

*only possible as part of the summer program. Inquiry Ph. +49 (0) 151/59881920._ 22 23 _



Absolutely on fire!
Barbecuing in the Black Forest Highlands 

In summer, life takes place outside, and the grill often becomes the centre of 
summer activities. In the Black Forest Highlands there are in total more than 
50 public barbecue places, including 15 top barbecue sites. 

The barbecue sites listed here also possess a playground for the little ones – 
because this turns a barbecue into family fun. 

More information 
You can find more information on hochschwarzwald.de/Grillen.

Barbecue site  
Rotrütte Häusern

Barbecue site 
Ruhbühl Lenzkirch

Barbecue site  
Schönenbach 

Schluchsee

Barbecue site  
Seewiese Löffingen-

Bachheim

Barbecue site  
Weibermoos  

Eisenbach

Barbecue site  
at the Falkauer Lift 

Feldberg

Barbecue site 
Wildgehege  
St. Blasien

Barbecue site 
Platzberg  

Titisee-Neustadt 
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Barbecue site 
Pfarrer-Fichter-Weg   

Schonach

Please observe the following rules:

You are only allowed to make fire at the officially fixed fire pits on the barbecue areas. 
If there is a particularly high local fire risk, making fire can be forbidden.



Geocaching  
for the whole family
A different type of treasure hunt!

May to October is the season of treasure hunting in the Black Forest High-
lands. When geocaching, you spend a couple of hours outdoors to hunt a 
treasure by using an GPS-device. Those who are interested in geocaching 
can hire the needed equipment for a fee of €5 (€50 deposit) at almost every 
Tourist Information Centre in the Black Forest Highlands. 

The equipment consists of an GPS device, the questions with waypoints, a 
pocket calculator, a measuring tape and much more. Before the hunt begins, 
each child receives an exchange gift which can be exchanged at the treasure 
chest at the end of the game. 

Please note that the GPS devices are not available for hire on weekends.

 

Good to know
Places where our geocaching tours are offered are listed on page 16. 

And the child walks  
and walks
Welcome to a somewhat different walk!

On the following pages we present activities that make it easier for 
families to be out and about outdoors on foot. Whether you go treasure 
hunting in a modern way by using GPS device or discover the region 
with the nature explorer’s backpack - there are many programmes and 
activities to join, no boredom guaranteed! 
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www.blackforesthighlands.info

Nature Journal

Nature explorers and  
discoverers
Tracking down nature – with the backpack for nature explorers 

Whether in the forest or in the meadow, in the water or in the air – there are  
a lot of exciting things to discover, observe, determine and explore here.

Equipped with a compass, a cup magnifying glass, a torch, a scoop net, 
binoculars and a treasure bag, the backpack for nature explorers can be 
hired for hire fee of €5 (€50 deposit) at all Tourist Information Centres in the 
Black Forest Highlands. With the backpack for nature explorers, each child 
receives his or her very own nature explorer book with explorer rules, an 
explorer profile and brilliant forest games. So get your binoculars out, switch 
on the torch, take the cup magnifying glass and see what you will find! 
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Our children’s adventure trails 
Out and about outside on foot with wood grouse and gnomes

(Wood Grouse Gnome Trail) Feldberg

Distance: 1.8 km
Duration: ca. 2 h

approx. 3,100 child’s steps

Auerhahn Wichtelpfad 
1

More information 

about the children’s adventure trails is available in our  
pocket guide with the children’s trails and on  
hochschwarzwald.de/Wandern/Wandern-mit-Kindern.

-

Spielzeugmuseum 
„Zum kleinen Hannes“

Spielzeugmuseum 
„Zum kleinen Hannes“

AusblickAusblick

Spielplatz 
im Wolfsgrund

Spielplatz 
im Wolfsgrund

Evangelische
Kirche

BergackerwegBergackerweg

Startpunkt

hochschwarzwald.de

Kinderpfade
Für kleine und große Entdecker

Grafenhausen

Distance: 2.6 - 4.6 km
Duration: ca. 2 h

approx. 3,800 child’s steps

Schlühüwanapark 
4

(Nature Trail) Hinterzarten

Distance: 1.5 - 3.5 km
Duration: 1.5 - 3 h

approx. 2-4,000 child’s steps

Naturerlebnispfad
2

(Magic Trail) at Hasenhorn Todtnau

Distance: 4 km
Duration: 3 h

approx. 6,500 child’s steps

Zauberweg 
5

(Kucky’s Bird World) Lenzkirch

Distance: 1.7 km
Duration: ca. 2 h

approx. 2,600 child’s steps

Kucky‘s Vogelwelt
3

(Forest and Sense Trail) Todtnauberg 

Distance: 2.5 km
Duration: ca. 2 h

approx. 3,600 child’s steps

Horneradsch
6

(Barefoot Path) Muggenbrunn

Distance: 0.6 km
Duration: 0,5 h 

approx. 900 child’s steps

Barfußpfad
7

(Ant Trail) Friedenweiler-Rötenbach

Distance: 4.7 km
Duration: ca. 2 - 3 h 

approx. 7,100 child’s steps

Ameisenpfad
10

(Wild Animal Trail) Häusern

Distance: 1.9 km
Duration: 1.5 h 

approx. 3,200 child’s steps

Wildtierpfad
8

(Cow Trail) Lenzkirch - Saig

Distance: 2.1 km
Duration: 1.5 h

approx. 3,300 child’s steps

Kuhle(h)rpfad
11

(Joke Trail) Titisee-Neustadt

Distance: 5.6 km 
Duration: ca. 2 h 
approx. 8,400 child‘s steps

Gäg-Wäg (Witzeweg) 
13

(Nature Trail) Schonach 

Distance: 1.3 km
Duration: ca. 2 h
approx. 1,800 child‘s steps

Naturerlebnispfad 
14

(Stone Trail) Schonach

Distance: 2.6 km 
Duration: ca. 1 - 1.5 h
approx. 3,700 child‘s steps

Schalensteinpfad
15

(Good Nose Trail) Todtmoos

Distance: 3.6 km 
Duration: ca. 2 h 

approx. 5,500 child’s steps

Spürnasenpfad
9

(Muggs‘ experience trail) Muggenbrunn  

Distance: 7.5 km
Duration: ca. 3 h

approx. 11,000 child’s steps

Muggs Erlebnisweg 
12
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100 attractions &  
experiences included 

You receive the Red Inclusive Card as an  
additional service from your host. 

The Black Forest Highlands offer numerous leisure opportunities for an 
adventure-packed holiday. But isn’t that very expensive as there should be 

something for everyone? 

On the contrary. The Red Inclusive Card offers you mainly free use of more 
than 100 leisure opportunities every day: Fundorena, ski passes for many 

lifts, adventure pool, boat trips on Lake Titisee and much more.

You receive the card as an additional service from your Red Inclusive Card 
host if you book your accommodation for at least two nights. 

Look for hosts: hochschwarzwald.de/Card

1, 2, 3 - and off you go on holiday.

Show long explanations the Red Card.

1. Select host. 
You have the choice: More than approx. 
500 hosts (including hotels, holiday homes, 
farms & campsites) offer you the Red Inclu-
sive Card as a free additional service. 

2. Simply book.
In a nutshell: You will receive the Red Inclu-
sive Card from your host as a free additional 
service if you book at least two nights.  
Everyone receives their own card and can  
use it for attractions they find interesting. 

3. Enjoy your holiday.
And action: look forward to more than  
100 attractions with your family. Admission 
is free almost everywhere per full day of your 
holiday.  Additionally, the Red Inclusive Card 
is valid either on your day of arrival or day of 
departure.

SCHWEIZ

FRANK-
REICH
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Our premium hiking trails
Hikes for older children

The Black Forest connoisseur trails were developed for hikers and families 
who want to combine experiencing the landscape with enjoying culture and 
culinary indulgence. These premium hiking trails are circular tours with won-
derful views and great places to stop for a bite to eat.

More informationen 
about hiking is available in our pocket guide  
Hiking Tours or on hochschwarzwald.de/Wandern.

Hiking Tours
22 TOP TOURS IN THE BLACK FOREST HIGHLANDS

(Feldberg Climb) Feldberg

Difficulty level: hard
Distance: 12.5 km
Duration: 5 h

Feldbergsteig
1

(Hunter’s Climb) Schluchsee

Difficulty level: moderate
Distance: 11.3 km
Duration: 4 h

Jägersteig
4

Geißenpfad
5

(Goats’ Trail) St. Blasien

Difficulty level: moderate
Distance: 10.4 km
Duration: 4 h

(Shepherd’s Trail) Lenzkirch

Difficulty level moderate
Distance: 7.8 km
Duration: 3 h

Hirtenpfad
3

(Rappenfelsen Climb) Rothauser Land

Difficulty level: hard
Distance: 12.4 km
Duration: 4,5 h

Rappenfelsensteig
6

(Säbelthoma Path) Hinterzarten

Difficulty level: moderate
Distance: 10.9 km
Duration: 4 h

Säbelthomaweg
9

(Healthy climate Climb) Schönwald

Difficulty level: moderate
Distance: 11.5 km
Duration: 4 h

Heilklima-Steig
12

(Lebküchler Trail) Todtmoos

Difficulty level: hard
Distance: 12.4 km
Duration: 5 h

Lebküchlerweg
8

(Cuckoo clock Trail) Schonach

Difficulty level: hard
Distance: 8.6 km
Duration: 4.5 h

U(h)rwaldpfad
11

(Tower Climb)Bergwelt Todtnau

Difficulty level: hard
Distance: 21.7 km
Duration: 8 h

Turmsteig
7

(Rötenbach Gorge)  
Friedenweiler-Rötenbach

Difficulty level: hard
Distance: 10.8 km
Duration: 4 h

Rötenbachschlucht
10

(Waterfall Climb) Bergwelt Todtnau

Difficulty level: moderate
Distance: 11.4 km
Duration: 4 h

Wasserfallsteig
2
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First rate!
The perfect family holiday

Family-friendly region – the Black Forest Highlands

We are very proud about the award that the Black Forest Highlands have 
received from our umbrella organisation, Tourismus Marketing GmbH 
Baden-Wuerttemberg, for three years. Together with 35 hosts, 13 villages, 
five restaurants and two service partners, the “Badeparadies Schwarzwald” 
(adventure swimming pool) and the “Schwarzwaldhaus der Sinne” (adven-
ture museum for children), we have met the requirements and passed this 
quality test. The Black Forest Highlands present themselves as the largest 
family-friendly region in Baden-Wuerttemberg. The good infrastructure 
of the towns with playgrounds, indoor programmes, children’s activities, 
family-friendly hosts and the whole range for families have contributed to 
this brilliant achievement. 

The objective of the competition is to highlight the quality of the family-
friendly opportunities in Baden-Wuerttemberg, to ensure and develop the 
high quality, and to promote the providers. 

Familotel Feldberger Hof **** 
Dr.-Pilet-Spur 1 · 79868 Feldberg
Phone: +49 (0)7676/180 · feldberger-hof.de

Familotel Feldberger Hof
Great family holidays in summer and winter!

The Familotel Feldberger Hof is located at an altitude of 1,300 m in the 
middle of the Feldberg nature reserve. It off ers family-friendly hotel 
rooms, a large swimming paradise with an indoor pool, a sauna area, 
a water slide and a children’s paddling pool, a wellness island, year-
round child and baby supervision with children’s entertainment, an 
indoor fun park, various restaurants and a hotel bar. The indoor sports 
hall “Fundorena” is a leisure attraction where you can spend your time 
in every weather condition. With the all-inclusive package “by Feld-
berger Hof”, there are almost no additional costs. The hotel is a partner 
of the Red Inclusive Card system. The adventure playground, the family 
climbing forest, the “Wichtelpfad” (gnome trail) and the pony farm are 
open from May-Oct. The pony farm off ers pony riding for children of 3 
years and older. Riding lessons are available for children of at least 5 
years and older.
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Feldberg
  Familotel Feldberger Hof 
feldberger-hof.de 

  Haus Feldberg-Falkau 
familienferien-freiburg.de

Furtwangen
  Kolmenhof 
kolmenhof.de 

  Altvogtshof 
mueller-altvogtshof.de

  Ferienhaus Kanstinger-
häusle 
feha-buehlhof.de

  Seppjockelshof 
seppjockelshof.de

Grafenhausen
  Hotel Tannenmühle 
tannenmuehle.de 

Hinterzarten
  Camping Bankenhof 
camping-bankenhof.de 

  Parkhotel Adler 
parkhoteladler.de 

  Urbanshof 
urbanshof.de 

Lenzkirch
  Campingplatz Kreuzhof 
camping-kreuzhof.de 

  Hilpertenhof 
hilpertenhof-schwarzwald.de

  Simmelehof 
simmelehof.de

Löffingen
  Verena’s Parkhotel  
schwarzwaldpark-hotel.de

St. Märgen
  Schreinerhäusle  
schreinerhaeusle.de 

Titisee-Neustadt
  Balzenhof 
balzenhof-titisee.de

  Bühlhof Waldau 
buehlhof-waldau.de

  Haberjockelshof 
haberjockelshof.de 

  Bio-Kinderbauernhof  
Wilmershof wilmershof.de

  Lorenzenhäusle 
lorenzenhaeusle.de 

  Schwarzwaldgasthof  
„Zum Löwen“  
loewen-titisee.de

  Unterhöfenhof 
unterhoefenhof.de 

Schluchsee
  Campingplatz Schluchsee 
camping-schluchsee.de

  Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten 
vjz.de 

Schonach
  Paradieshof  
paradieshof-schonach.de

Schönwald
  Farnbauernhof 
farnbauernhof.de

St. Georgen
  Kieningerhof . kieningerhof.de

  Glashof 
glashof-schwarzwald.de

  Leihwieserhof 
leihwieserhof.de

  Schweizermichelhof 
schweizermichelhof.com

  Hinterer Hirzbauernhof 
h-hirzbauernhof.de

  Kernenhof . kernenhof.de

  Ferienhof Gerda 
haus-gerda.com

Bergwelt Todtnau
  Hotel Engel 
engel-todtnauberg.de 

  Sunmattehof 
sunmattehof.de  

Family-friendly 
hosts
For an unforgettable holiday!

Various criteria must be met for the award “prize winner family holidays”, 
which are checked every three years on site by a jury. Only those who meet 
all these requirements, offer special services and activities for families with 
children and provide toddler equipment will receive this quality seal. It is 
important that children feel welcome, and can simply be children, and that 
the parents can also enjoy the holiday in full measure. 

More information about  
The Red Inclusive Card  
hochschwarzwald.de/Card.
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Family-friendly  
restaurants 
Feasting with the whole family! 

Gourmets of all ages feel most comfortable here. High chairs, colouring 
pages, and little play corners are ready for the littlest visitors. As soon as the 
family platter or kid’s meal is eaten up, the children can play and romp on the 
playground. The restaurants listed below have met the German Hotel and 
Restaurant Association‘s criteria and received the award.

Grafenhausen
  Hotel Tannenmühle  
tannenmuehle.de 

Titisee-Neustadt
  Schwarzwaldgasthof  
„Zum Löwen“ 
loewen-titisee.de

Löffingen
  Restaurant Verena’s Parkhotel  
schwarzwaldpark-hotel.de

Furtwangen
  Kolmenhof  
kolmenhof.de

Schluchsee
  Hotel-Gasthof Hirschen  
hirschen-fischbach.de 
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Natural. Local. Delicious.

hofeis.de

MADE
WITH
LOVE



The milk from the Black Forest cows tastes 
especially good as the cows spend a lot of 
time outside on the meadows and are allo-
wed to move around freely. The Schwarzwald-
milch dairy collects the fresh milk from over 
1,000 farms in the Black Forest. In the dairy, 
the milk is filled into bottles or packaging 
and other products like milk drinks, butter, 
yoghurt, cream and curd are produced.

Are you already familiar with the 
many delicious dairy products made 
out of Black Forest milk? 

Mmh delicious!  
The children‘s yoghurts from Schwarzwald-
milch are available in the flavours raspberry, 
strawberry, cherry and blueberry.

schwarzwaldmilch.de

Milk filling stations –  
fresh organic Black Forest milk

Fresh milk from the farm is available at the „Milchhüsli“ in Grafenhausen, at 
the Michelthomilishof and the Kesslerhof in Hinterzarten and at the Leihwie-
serhof in St. Georgen. Just bring your own refillable bottle with you and the 
milk can be drawn. blackforesthighlands.en

Cool indulgence - Hof Eis

Natural. Regional. Delicious. At the Black Forest ice cream factory, fresh 
pasture milk from the Black Forest is used to produce the popular delicacy in 
a traditional way. hofeis.com

Chocolate for the little sweet tooth

Every child likes chocolate. The Chocolaterie 
Lisa in Titisee-Neustadt produces its own  
chocolate. Great motifs such as cuckoo 
clocks, Black Forest gateaux, and fir cones  
are waiting to be eaten.  
lisas-chocolaterie.de

Bacon –  
the specialty of the Black Forest

Finely sliced, combined with a slice of fresh 
farmhouse bread, it is a highlight for everyo-
ne. Bacon is available at the weekly markets 
in the Black Forest Highlands.

Kucky’s tips  
for little gourmets!
Healthy and varied nutrition with regional products is very important to 
many families. Many delicious treats are originated in the Black Forest 
Highlands. 
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Friday

8.00 a.m. – 12.00 noon  Hinterzarten* Farmers’ Market in the Rathausstraße

8.00 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.  St. Blasien Weekly Market Sparkassenplatz

2.00 p.m. – 6.00 p.m.  Löffingen Weekly Market Rathausplatz 
 (from May up to and incl. October)

3.00 a.m. – 4.30 p.m.   St. Peter Farmers’ Market Klosterhof
 (from May up to and incl. October)

Thursday

8.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.  Furtwangen Weekly Market Marktplatz Furtwangen

8.30 a.m. – 1.00 p.m   Todtmoos Weekly Market Sparkassenplatz 
 (from May up to and incl. October)

*Market times may vary depending on the time of year.

Saturday

7.00 a.m. – 12.00 noon   Todtnau Weekly Market Marktplatz

7.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m. Vegetable and fruit market Jahnstraße  
 Schonach next to butcher shop Hepting

7.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m. St. Georgen Weekly Market Marktplatz St. Georgen

8.00 a.m. – 12.00 noon  Lenzkirch Weekly Market Kirchplatz 
 (from May up to and incl. October)

8.00 a.m. – 12.30 p.m.  Furtwangen Weekly Market Marktplatz Furtwangen

8.00 a.m. – 12.30 p.m Neustadt Weekly Market  Narrenbrunnenplatz 

Weekly markets  
in the Black Forest Highlands

Naturena Badesee
Pure swimming fun!

Naturena Badesee in Birkendorf 
off ers a very special kind of 
swimming fun with diving rocks, a 
beach volleyball court, large sun-
bathing lawn, paddling pool and 
a playground for the youngest 
children. 

The integrated NABU centre and 
the nature trail complete the fam-
ily-friendly recreation off er. 

Naturena Badesee
Im Tal 1
79777 Ühlingen-Birkendorf
Phone: +49 (0)7743/919727
uehlingen-birkendorf.de

Caution: Wet!
Pure swimming fun

For anyone who fancies splashing in the water or wants to try out swimming 
for the first time, our swimming pools are the right places. Regardless of the 
weather, everyone will find perfect bathing fun in Black Forest Highlands. 
Varied swimming fun is guaranteed.
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GALAXY SCHWARZWALD
The slide universe makes children’s dreams come true 

Pure happiness, real action, and unlimited water fun. On 365 days a 
year, the colourful slide universe at the BADEPARADIES SCHWARZWALD 
lights up the children’s eyes. 23 high-tech slides with more than 1.2 km 
of rapid sliding fun. From the cute hedgehog slide to the action-packed 
“Monster-Halfpipe”. The GALAXY is without any doubt the ideal excur-
sion destination, not only for little water lovers or big adventurers. 
Enjoy exciting family races on the “Galaxy Racer”. Bob up and down in 
the “Wilde Brandung” wave pool. You will get a pure holiday feeling 
which you will never forget. 

“Paradise” tip:
Simply book your online ticket in advance on badeparadies-
schwarzwald.de or in the Badeparadies app as soon as you have 
received your Red Inclusive Card. With the Red Inclusive Card, your 
admission fee for the GALAXY will be reduced. 

Badeparadies Schwarzwald
Am Badeparadies 1 · 79822 Titisee-Neustadt
Phone: 008000-4444 333 (free) · badeparadies-schwarzwald.de

St. Georgen indoor 
swimming pool
Swimming fun for the 
whole family

The modern indoor swimming 
pool in St. Georgen in the Black 
Forest invites you for a visit all 
year round. With its 25-metre 
pool, children‘s paddling area 
and teaching pool, you will fi nd 
something for all age groups at 
family-friendly prices.

Hallenbad St. Georgen
Im Hochwald 6
78112 St. Georgen
Phone: +49 (0)7724/87358
st-georgen.de

Natural outdoor pool 
in Schönwald
Water fun for families

The Schönwald natural outdoor 
pool gets children‘s pulses racing. 
Sliding heroes, swimming frogs, 
big and small adventurers will 
have an unforgettable experience 
in our solar-heated outdoor pool 
with natural swimming water, play 
stream landscape, diving rocks, 
paddling pool, playground and 
much more.

Schönwälder Naturfreibad
Ludwig-van-Beethoven-Straße 15
78141 Schönwald im Schwarzwald
Phone: +49 (0)7722/1007
schoenwald.net 
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Swimming fun
For all water lovers

Outdoor swimming pools
Freibad Bregtalbad  
Jahnstraße 11· 78120 Furtwangen 
bregtalbad.de

Waldfreibad Häusern-Höchenschwand 
Umgehungsstr. 9 
79862 Höchenschwand  
waldfreibad.com

Freibad Kappel 
Erlenbachweg 50 · 79853 Lenzkirch 
freibad-kappel.de 

Freibad Lenzkirch 
Friedhofstr. 11 · 79853 Lenzkirch 
lenzkirch.de

Freibad Dittishausen  
Schwimmbadstr. · 79843 Löffingen  
 loeffingen.de

Waldbad Löffingen  
Welschland · 79843 Löffingen 
loeffingen.de

Freibad Neustadt  
Gutachstr. 33 · 79822 Titisee-Neustadt  
titisee-neustadt.de

Aqua-Treff Todtmoos  
Schwimmbadweg 9 · 79682 Todtmoos 
todtmoos.de 

Berger Bad Todtnauberg  
Schwimmbadweg · 79674 Todtnau 
schwimmbad-todtnauberg.de

Freibad Todtnau  
Poche · 79674 Todtnau 
todtnau.de 

Outdoor swimming pools with 
lake access/natural outdoor pools

Freibad Friedenweiler 
Peter-Thumb-Str. 16a 
79877 Friedenweiler · friedenweiler.de

aqua fun Schluchsee 
Freiburger Str. 16 · 79859 Schluchsee 
gemeinde-schluchsee.de

Naturfreibad Schonach 
Weihermattenstr. 10 · 78136 Schonach 
schonach.de

Naturfreibad Schönwald 
Ludwig-van-Beethoven-Str. 13  
78141 Schönwald · schoenwald.net

Naturfreibad Klosterweiher 
Brigachstr. 2 · 78112 St. Georgen 
st-georgen.de

Naturfreibad St. Märgen  
An der L 128 · 79274 St. Märgen 
sankt-maergen.de

Naturena Badesee 
Im Tal 1 · 79777 Ühlingen-Birkendorf 
uehlingen-birkendorf.de

Bathing beaches
Strandbad Windgfällweiher  
Am Windgfällweiher · 79868 Feldberg  
strandbad-windgfaellweiher.de

Strandbad Schlüchtsee 
Schlüchtseeweg · 79865 Grafenhausen 
schluechtsee.de

Strandbad Schluchsee-Seebrugg 
Seebrugg 12 · 79859 Schluchsee 
hochschwarzwald.de

Öffentliche Badestelle Titisee  
Strandbadstr. 1 · 79822 Tititsee-Neustadt 
hochschwarzwald.de

Adventure swimming pool
Badeparadies Schwarzwald 
Am Badeparadies 1 
79822 Titisee-Neustadt 
badeparadies-schwarzwald.de

Indoor swimming pools
Hallenbad Breitnau  
Dorfstr. 3 · 79874 Breitnau 
foerderverein-hallenbad-breitnau.de

Hallenbad Blubb 
Spiechergässle 2 
79865 Grafenhausen 
grafenhausen.de

Hallenbad Dittishausen  
Taborstr. 33 · 79843 Löffingen 
loeffingen.de

Hallenbad Schönenbach  
Weiherstr. 4 · 79859 Schluchsee 
gemeinde-schluchsee.de

Hallenbad Schönwald  
Straße zum Kurzentrum 2A 
78141 Schönwald · schoenwald.net

Radon Revital Bad  
Menzenschwand
In der Friedrichsruhe 13 
79837 St. Blasien · radonrevitalbad.de

Hallenbad St. Georgen 
Im Hochwald 6 · 78112 St. Georgen 
st-georgen.de

Hallenbad St. Peter  
Mühlegraben 4 · 79271 St. Peter 
st-peter-schwarzwald.de

Waldfreibad Häusern-Höchenschwand
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Schwarzwaldhaus 
der Sinne
(adventure museum for children)

Peek - make - investigate

You can rediscover your senses in 
our exciting world of experience. 
Explore, touch, try out – this is 
expressly permitted here!

Schwarzwaldhaus der Sinne
Schulstraße 1
79865 Grafenhausen
Phone: +49 (0)7748/520-48
schwarzwaldhausdersinne.de

Haus der Natur (house of nature) 
Museum on the Feldberg Mountain

The “Haus der Natur” off ers interactive entertaining and educational 
games for the whole family. The “Talking Ranger”, the only artifi cial 
ranger in the world, is already a classic: Inimitably dressed, he provides 
information about the distinctive features of the country’s biggest 
nature reserve with a great deal of humour – a lot of fun for everyone! 
And there is much more to discover. Forestry is one of the most impor-
tant topics in our region. Therefore, the visitors can explore the forest 
habitat, its numerous forest dwellers or even fell trees with the “Har-
vester-Simulator”. At the “climate time lapse” the ranger informs about 
the very special climate on the Feldberg. The “Feld-Bike” off ers the 
possibility to discover the mountain in a sportive way. In every season, 
even in winter with modern snowshoes, there are guided tours of the 
exhibition or through the country’s biggest nature reserve for all ages. 

Haus der Natur 
Dr.-Pilet-Spur 4 · 79866 Feldberg 
Phone: +49 (0)7676/9336-30 · naz-feldberg.de
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Tips for adventurers
Great attractions and trip destinations  
for the whole family!
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Abenteuer – Golfpark 
Hochschwarzwald
Experience Germany‘s most spectacular adventure 
golf park!

Discover the Black Forest with all its outstanding features. Go on a 
journey through the legendary landscape with its age-old traditions. 
In a 10,000 square metre park, 18 lovingly designed theme golf courses 
are waiting to be discovered by enthusiasts of all ages. Play the golf 
ball skilfully over high bridges, through deep streams and through dark 
caves. Overcome all the obstacles during your journey together. A raft  
trip over the crystal-clear lake should not be missed out. The cosy beer 
garden off ers many kinds of refreshments or dishes and invites the 
adults to have a seat while their children are romping on the adjacent 
playground. 

Abenteuer-Golfpark Hochschwarzwald
Am Kurgarten 1 · 79853 Lenzkirch-Kappel · Phone: +49 (0)7641/6588
info@abenteuergolfpark.de · abenteuergolfpark.de

Fundorena
Sport and action for the 
whole family

•  Indoor high rope park with 8 dif-
ferent trails for age 5 and above

•  Trampoline park on 3 fl oors with 
Kids Fun Trail and Green Jump 
Area from age 3 and Freestyle 
Jump from age 9

•  Fundo‘s Funpark indoor play-
ground for children aged 2-8

•  Boulder Arena from age 5
•  X-Mind Arena Escape and strate-

gy game (advance registration)

Fundorena
Thoma Action Team UG
Dr.-Pilet-Spur 11 . 79868 Feldberg
Phone: +49 (0)7676/18690
fundorena.de

Klett erwald Feldberg
Up the trees, 
ready, set, go …

Climbing fun and adventure for 
all ages! Kletterwald Feldberg is 
home to nine diff erent courses 
with various levels of diff iculty 
where adventurous climbers fi nd 
what they’re looking for. There 
are two special courses for child-
ren aged 3 and above or who are 
at least 90 cm tall.

Kletterwald Feldberg
Thoma Action Team UG
Dr.-Pilet-Spur 11 . 79868 Feldberg
Phone: +49 (0)7676/18692 
kletterwald-feldberg.com
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Folklore Museum 
“Hüsli”
The impression of life on 
the countryside 
Am Hüsli 1
79865 Grafenhausen-Rothaus
Phone: +49 (0)7748/212
hüsli-museum.de ©
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Even on days without  

sunshine, our various bad 

weather destinations provide 

exciting leisure activities!

Good to know 
There is something to do for every child here. You will find suitable 
excursion tips for all ages on  
hochschwarzwald.de/Familienurlaub/Ausflugsziele-mit-Kindern.

Schaubergwerk 
„Hoff nungsstollen“
Family-friendly show 
mine

Rugged walls, dark tunnels, deep 
shaft s and sometimes even a 
sparkle in the rock. Where miners 
once dug for mineral resources, 
young and old visitors can explore 
the mine on their own or on a gui-
ded tour today. The deep tunnel 
can also be visited by wheelchair 
users.

Schaubergwerk „Hoff nungsstollen“
Parkplatz Bergwerk - Forsthausstraße
79682 Todtmoos-Mättle
Phone: +49 (0)7652/1206-8540
hochschwarzwald.de/todtmoos
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• Summer toboggan runs
• Animal and leisure parks
• Mini golf courses
• High ropes courses and climbing forests
• Local history and interactive museums
• The world’s largest cuckoo clock
• Rainertonishof Schönwald cultural monument
• Barefoot paths

More leisure tips:
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Winter holidays  
with children
Joint winter experience

Snowball fights, snow angels and snowmen – white winters 
are a real treat for children. Due to the altitude of about 950 
to 1,450 m, snow is guaranteed in the Black Forest Highlands 
in winter. This enables you to enjoy beautiful holidays in our 
winter wonderland.

While skiing, tobogganing and skating, you and the children 
let off steam, admire the glittering landscape in a horse-drawn 
sleigh and hike together through the untouched snow. 
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On your sledges, get set, go!
The premium sledding slopes* in the Black Forest Highlands

More information 
You will find more information about the subject of sledding  
in the pocket guide Rodeln (pocket guide sledding)  
or on hochschwarzwald.de/Rodeln. * The premium slopes are prepared and most also possess a conveyor or a  

 lift, a sled-to-go station and a bus stop. There are also enough places to take a break.

Sledding at the 
Skilift Altglashütten

Sledding slope at the 
Notschrei

Sledding hill at the 
Wasen, Muggenbrunn

Sledding slope at the 
Kuhberg, Lenzkirch-Saig

Sledding slope at the 
Spass-Park  

Hochschwarzwald

Sledding at the 
Todtnauer Hüttenweg

Toboggan run 
from Saig to Titisee

Toboggan run at 
Hasenhorn, Todtnau

hochschwarzwald.de

Ausgabe 2019

37 Rodelpisten – Für jeden Rodeltyp die Richtige! 

Rodeln
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Skis on and hit the slope
The best lifts and slopes for children, families and ski beginners

1  Skilift Thurner  Breitnau  

2  Bad-Lifte   Eisenbach  

3  Liftverbund Feldberg   Feldberg 

4  Skilift Rothaus  Grafenhausen  

5  Skilift Oberlehen   Häusern 

6  Kuhberglift   Lenzkirch-Saig 

7  Skilift Dittishausen   Löffingen 

8  Skilift Fischbach  Schluchsee 

9  Winterberglift   Schonach 

10  Dobel-Skilft   Schönwald  

11  Skiarena Spießhorn  St. Blasien  

12  Kesselberglift   St. Georgen  

13  Kandellifte  St. Peter  

14  Schneeberglifte Waldau  Titisee-Neustadt   

15  Skilift Schwärzenbach  Titisee-Neustadt 

16  Notschrei Skilifte   Todtnau  

17  Skilifte Todtnauberg   Todtnauberg 

18  Skilift Brenden  Ühlingen-Birkendorf 

Refreshment facilities, ski hire and ski schools on site

With the Red Inclusive Card, some ski passes are admission free.  
You can find our current partners on hochschwarzwald.de/Card
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Further information:

Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH  
Freiburger Str. 1 · 79856 Hinterzarten 

Phone: +49 (0)7652/1206-0 
hochschwarzwald.de

Our print products are printed
on 100% sustainable paper.

Our partners:


